
TOPIC: THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD INCENTIVIZE THE 

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TO CURTAIL THEIR DISCRIMINATION AGAINST FALUN 

GONG. 
 

Background 

Founded in northeast China in 1992, Falun Gong is a spiritual discipline consisting of meditation 

exercises and texts to develop virtue. Unlike similar quigong practices (which utilize controlled 

breathing and physical poses), Falun Gong promises its adherents a path to salvation. 

 

In 1996 the government banned public sales of “Zhuan Falun,” the spiritual movement’s main 

text. Soon afterwards newspaper editorials began attacking Falun Gong, claiming it drives 

adherents to commit suicide. In April 1999 more than ten thousand aggrieved Falun Gong 

practitioners protested outside Zhongnanhai, the party’s headquarters in Beijing. In response to 

the provocation Jiang Zemin, China’s then president, vowed to eradicate the sect. In June 1999, 

he set up Office 610, a secretive extra-judicial party organization tasked with suppressing Falun 

Gong, and the following month the government declared the sect illegal. 

 

Today, the Chinese government heavily persecutes practitioners of Falun Gong. They are 

subject to imprisonment, psychologically devastating reeducation programs, forced labor, 

organ harvesting and torture. 

 

Affirmative Arguments 

 Human Rights. The litany of human rights abuses against the practitioners of Falun Gong 

warrants the intervention of the international community. Potential rights-oriented plan 

texts for the resolution abound, including declaring the discrimination against Falun Gong a 

genocide (as some experts have recommended), imposing further sanctions or intensifying 

current sanctions on China, engaging in inducements with China, coordinating with the 

United Nations, etc. 

 Global Security. The empirics (included in the bibliography) demonstrate that intervention 

to promote rights generally leads to a safer world. If the Chinese government does not cave 

to global demands, the potential rupture in their autocracy would undermine global 

security. 

 Discouraging Dictatorship. Further empirics demonstrate that unchecked human rights 

abuse in one nation inspire human rights abuse in other nations. Thus, the USFG 



deliberately combatting the oft-overlooked persecution of Falun Gong sends a message to 

other autocratic regimes. 

 

Negative Arguments 

 Sanctions Ineffective. Although the goal of thwarting oppression is admirable, the USFG 

might not be situated in a position to actualize that goal effectively for the members of 

Falun Gong. Empirics demonstrate sanctions to be not only ineffective but also sometimes 

counterproductive to protecting rights. Many negative arguments hinge on solvency. 

 Hypocrisy. The USFG has abetted autocrats and engaged in egregious military human rights 

abuses itself. Decrying human rights abuses for one group while tacitly (or actively) 

supporting human rights abuses of another group decreases our soft power and reputation 

for the international community. 

 Dehumanization by Omission. Focusing on Falun Gong ignores other human rights abuses in 

China like the government’s discrimination against Tibetan Buddhists or Uighur Muslims or 

human rights abuses by other nations. This undue prioritization leads to omission, which 

results in the dehumanization of those other groups (see the bibliography). 

 Hegemony. Any posture of America towards promoting human rights in another nation 

entrenches hegemony, which is problematic. 
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